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Memory technologies with higher density, higher bandwidth, lower power consumption, higher
speed, and lower cost are in high demand in the current big data era. In this paper, recent
progress of emerging non-volatile memories is reviewed. The current status, challenges, and
opportunities of emerging non-volatile memories, such as phase-change memory, resistive
random-access memory, ferroelectric field-effect transistors, and magnetic random-access
memory, are discussed toward storage-class memory, embedded non-volatile memories, and
near/in-memory computing applications.

Introduction

In a classical von-Neumann architecture, the memory hierarchy can be divided into three levels with different response
time. The first level is the registers and caches within the central processing unit (CPU), which is realized by static randomaccess memory (SRAM) technology made of logic transistors
with a typical six-transistor (6 T) configuration. SRAM is the
fastest memory with a typical read/write time of less than 1 ns
and unlimited endurance, but has low area density due to the
6 T cell configuration. The second level is main memory utilizing dynamic random-access memory (DRAM), where the
DRAM cell has a 1-transistor 1-capacitor (1T1C) structure.
DRAM has a much higher area density than SRAM because of
the 1T1C cell structure but needs periodic refreshing because
of the charge loss in the capacitor. Both SRAM and DRAM
are volatile memories where the information will be lost once
the power is off. The third level of the memory hierarchy is
storage including solid state drive (SSD) and hard disk drive
(HDD). Therefore, non-volatility is required to avoid data loss
when the power is off. The 3D NAND flash memory technology is the current dominating non-volatile memory technology for storage applications, because of its high density and
low cost.

The performance of a computer system with von-Neumann
architecture is limited more and more by the data transfer process between the CPU and the memory, known as the memory wall. The data transfer process is mainly limited by three
factors:1–3 (1) high energy consumption, where over 50% of
power consumption is on data movement; (2) low bandwidth,
where the bandwidth inside the memory chip is 100 times
greater than the bus between CPU and memory unit such as
DRAM and SSD; (3) high latency, where memory access to
storage in the SSD or HDD is much slower than that of SRAM
or DRAM. There are a few promising approaches to overcome this data transfer bottleneck. One approach is to develop
new embedded non-volatile memory (eNVM) technologies
to replace DRAM and SRAM for certain applications. The
leading emerging eNVM technologies include spin-transfer
torque magnetic random-access memory (STT-MRAM), phase
change random-access memory (PCRAM or PCM), resistive
random-access memory (ReRAM), and ferroelectric fieldeffect transistors (Fe-FETs). Another approach is to introduce
the storage-class memory (SCM) as a main working memory
solution. The SCM is expected to have similar capacity of a
storage medium, but can be used as a non-volatile DRAM to
address the performance gap between DRAM with fast access
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time and high-density SSD with high latencies. Computing
efficiency and power consumption can be greatly improved if
data can be contained in the main working memory without
frequently fetching it from storage such as SSD or HDD. The
third approach is to develop new computing architectures near
or in the memory, such as neuromorphic computing, to avoid
or minimize the frequent memory access. Emerging non-volatile memories such ReRAM, PCM, and Fe-FETs are good
candidates for neuromorphic computing applications because
of their small cell size and potential to store multiple synaptic
weights.
In this work, emerging non-volatile memory technologies
including PCM, ReRAM, Fe-FET, and MRAM are reviewed
for their potentials to overcome the memory wall challenge in
a modern computing system. The four different emerging nonvolatile memory technologies are reviewed in the following
order: first, PCM technology is discussed with a focus on PCM
devices and selectors for 3D cross-point memory application
as storage-class memory; second, the principle, limitations,
and potential applications of ReRAM technology is reviewed
for eNVM and in-memory computing; third, Fe-FET as a 1 T
non-volatile memory technology is reviewed with emphasis
on the critical role of the ferroelectric (FE)/dielectric (DE)/
semiconductor stack and its potential for eNVM, 3D NAND,
neuromorphic computing, and edge intelligence applications; lastly, the current status and challenges/opportunities
for MRAM technology is reviewed as eNVM and a potential
candidate to replace SRAM for last level cache applications.

Temperature (°C)

moderate magnitude voltage pulse is applied to the material
within a cell to heat it above its crystallization temperature.
Conversely, “RESET” operation switches the cell back to its
amorphous state: a large and short electric pulse melts the
polycrystalline phase into a transient liquid state, which is then
rapidly quenched by the cold surroundings into an amorphous
state. The “Read” operation can be performed nondestructively (read out) by measuring the memory cell resistance.
The difference in resistance between the two states is known
to be three to six orders of magnitude, which provides a sufficient margin for sensing.
Due to the increase of the demand for handling a large
amount of data, modern computer systems need more and
more memory (DRAM) to handle processing. Computing
efficiency and power consumption can greatly improve if the
data can be maintained in the main working memory without
frequently fetching it from the storage media (SSD or HDD).
The concept of SCM5 is to provide a main working memory
solution, which has similar capacity of a storage media,
but can be treated as a nonvolatile DRAM. Therefore, the
SCM can narrow the performance gap between fast latencies DRAM and high-density storage media (like NAND
Flash). To achieve the goal of SCM, the first challenge is
the density/capacity. Conventional, planar PCM technologies consists of a single layer of memory devices and the
access devices are built directly on the single-crystalline
silicon substrate. For the past 10 years, the PCM density
continuously improved thanks to device-to-device pitch
scaling and scaling of PCM device size. This also leads to a
reduction in required programming power (RESET power).
Phase‑change memory
1 Gbit 45 nm node (effective cell size of 5.5 F2, where F is
PCM is enabled by the phase transition of a chalcogenide
the minimum feature size) PCM c hip6 was demonstrated
material (containing one or more elements of group VI, such
using a vertical pnp-BJT as an access device. The BJT could
as S, Se or Te, or so-called phase-change materials) between
deliver 300 μA at 2.0 V, with a base-emitter leakage current
two different states: an amorphous state that shows very low
in reverse bias of less than 0.1 pA/bit at 3 V. A polysilicon
electrical conductivity; and a polycrystalline state that exhibits
diode on metal lines with the integration on top of peripheral
high conductivity. The phase transition is triggered by eleccircuit but below M1 metallization (the first metal layer) was
tric pulses (or heat surges) (Figure 1).4 The “SET” operademonstrated a 1 Gb array with 4 F2 cell at the 84 nm pitch
tion switches the memory cell to the polycrystalline state: a
(in this case F = 42 nm).7 In their work the
polysilicon diode can successfully switch a
PCM cell with a RESET current of approximately 220 μA (~ 12 MA/cm2) and achieves
Set
Reset
a SET/RESET endurance above 108 cycles.
Polycrystalline Phase
Amorphous Phase
With aggressive scaling of the PCM device
Operation pulse
High resistance
Low resistance
cell, an atomic-layer-deposited (ALD)
t1
Reset pulse
phase-change material integrated with
T melt
620°C
Set pulse
the similar polysilicon diode as an access
Txtal
350°C
device enabled an 8 Gbit PCM chip in
t2
20 nm node with a 4 F2 cell size,8,9 which
is highest density demonstration for PCM
Time (ns)
in conventional planar PCM technologies.
However, in order to further boost the
Figure 1.  Phase-change memory operations (RESET and SET) of a phase-change
memory density, the memory array layers
material between amorphous to polycrystalline states with different pulse condineed to be stacked up to form a 3D memtions.4
ory structure. In References 7, 8, and 9, no
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Figure 2.  The vertically integrated memory cell of one PCM and
one ovonic threshold switch (OTS) is embedded in a true crosspoint array.10

specific details are given about the polysilicon deposition
step and it is difficult to estimate whether these integrations
schemes would be 3D stackable in a standard Cu back-endof-line (BEOL) integrated wafer to boost the density. Generally speaking, 3D stacking on BEOL requires processing
temperature below 400℃, and at this low temperature it is difficult to achieve polysilicon with fairly large grain size, which
is needed to guarantee access devices with high enough ON
current and low OFF leakage. Even though high performing
polysilicon access devices in large arrays have been demonstrated, it is still missing a demonstration of a multi-layer
stacked cross-point PCM array based on polysilicon technology, which is needed to enable high-density and cost-effective
production.
Stackable selector devices are required in order to further
increase the density of PCM technology. Kau et al. in Reference 10 demonstrated the feasibility of a cross-point array
where an ovonic threshold switch (OTS) device is placed in
series with phase-change material in a one selector/one resistor (1S1R) configuration (Figure 2). One of the advantages of
OTS access devices over the polysilicon diode comes from the
decreased number of steps involved in its integration. It only
takes one additional PVD deposition to add an OTS access
device to the stack, which can be done in the same cluster tool
as metallization and phase-change layers for optimal throughput. In addition, such stackable structures can be packed in
cross-point arrays in only 4 F2 cell size boosting the density of
the PCM technology. This OTS material is based on one kind
of chalcogenide alloy glasses which was first demonstrated by

Ovshinsky in the 1960s11 where an amorphous semiconductor
Te48As30Si12Ge10 chalcogenides exhibited a rapid and nondestructive reversible transition between a highly resistive and
conductive state effected by an electric field (called threshold
switching). It can be heated to the molten state and cooled
slowly without devitrification.12
The access devices and memory devices are both based on
chalcogenides materials and their different switching characteristics (either threshold or memory) depends on the chalcogenides composition and can be tuned by appropriate material
designs. OTS needs to satisfy few criteria to be successfully
employed as access device: stay in amorphous state after fabrication and during high-current operation; provide high enough
current to be able to successfully RESET PCM element; and
critically important is to have a low enough leakage current
to achieve a successful program and read procedure avoiding
sneak paths issue and disturbance of half-selected cells during
cross-point arrays operation. Detailed cross-point operations
and further considerations are described in Reference 13.
As mentioned earlier, OTS material based on TeAsGeSi
system were demonstrated for a selector device in 196811 and
have been the primarily studied materials. However, insufficient cycling endurance and low thermal stability remains a
key hurdle that inhibits these materials to be used in a large
cross-point array. N2 plasma treatment on TeAsGeSi material
has been demonstrated to improve the thermal stability by providing a barrier for Te loss during the high temperature annealing process,14 as a result the thermal stability and threshold
voltage (Vth) distribution is retained after many cycles. In addition, different Ge, Si, and As concentrations in the TeAsGeSi
system15 are tuned and optimal composition is proposed to
reach endurance performance to 1011 cycles. However, the
high leakage current (IOFF) and high Vth drift are still the main
concerns for TeAsGeSi-based materials.
Further improvement of TeAsGeSi OTS material by incorporation of Se and another dopant (< 5 at.%) has been successfully demonstrated. Although such chalcogenide OTS material is relatively complex, with special material design and
process control, an excellent selector can be achieved.16 In
addition, carefully controlling the reactive-ion etching (RIE)
process using an extra buffer layer as a stop layer when integrating OTS with PCM makes it possible to prevent processinduced modification of both OTS and PCM materials. 1S1R
OTS with the above-mentioned material has been successfully
integrated with PCM (Figure 3a).17 The ON-current of this
OTS can reach 850 μA, which means a high current density
of 8.9 MA/cm2. A RESET speed of 10 ns, read endurance of
1011 cycles (Figure 3b, OTS is turn ON) and program endurance of 109 cycles were demonstrated. The device shows
nearly identical I–V characteristics before and after anneals at
400℃/30 min, thus demonstrating compatibility with further
BEOL processing.
Se-based chalcogenides have also been proposed as selectors.18 It was originally designed by replacing the main chalcogenide element of the selector (Te) with Se and simplifying
MRS BULLETIN • VOLUME 46 • OCTOBER 2021 • mrs.org/bulletin           
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Figure 3.  (a) 1S1R OTS-PCM pillar device structure. Transmission electron microscope image shows a 1S1R device after pillar reactiveion etching, encapsulation, and chemical–mechanical polishing. PCM and OTS along with buffer layers are sandwiched by top electrode
and bottom electrode. (b) Read endurance of 1S1R PCM can achieve > 1011 cycles. Inset shows the I–V after endurance test still good.17
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Figure 4.  (a) Se-based OTS materials in the As–Se–Ge (or Ge + Si)–Te quaternary diagram compared with Te-based OTS material.16
With increasing Ge content, thermal stability is improved.18 (b) Vth and IOFF with different Ge content in the As–Se–Ge system. IOFF greatly
degrades when the Ge content is higher than 30 at.%.

the system to a ternary compound (As–Se–Ge). With increasing the Ge content for the Se-based selector along the
As2Se3-Ge tie-line, the thermal stability can be significantly
increased (Figure 4a); however, IOFF degrades significantly
when the Ge content of chalcogenides along the As2Se3-Ge
tie-line is higher than 30 at.% (Figure 4b). Low Ge content
selector exhibits superior cycling endurance (6.9 × 1 0 11),
which is the best among OTS chalcogenides along this tieline.18 Cycling endurance degrades with further increase of
Ge content. Although higher Ge concentration guarantees
better thermal stability (Figure 4a), it has the drawback of,
for this particular system, yielding a device with unstable
cycling endurance and high IOFF; on the other hand, low Ge
material exhibits extraordinary cycling endurance and low
IOFF but poor thermal stability. The trade-off between thermal stability, IOFF, and cycling endurance is critical when
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choosing the optimum composition with respect to Ge content. Si effectively increases both the thermal stability and
the optical bandgap,15 indicating that Si incorporation into
the AsSeGe system is expected to achieve higher thermal
stability without significantly sacrificing IOFF.19
From an integration perspective a thinner OTS is preferred. V th decreases with decreasing OTS thickness for
AsSeGe material with and without Si incorporation (Figure 5a).19 However, IOFF exhibits a sharper increase with
decreasing OTS thickness for the AsSeGe material. 20 nm
OTS with Si incorporation shows very good electrical
characteristics (Vth = 3.4 V and good IOFF = 381 pA@2 V),
making this a better candidate for small pitch high-density
memory, compared to undoped AsSeGe. AsSeGeSi achieves
> 2 × 1011 cycling endurance (Figure 5b). Additionally, all
of the 66 test cells in 30-nm-thick OTS devices pass 109
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material drift.19

cycles (Figure 5c). Without Si, the cycling endurance greatly
degrades for thinner OTS thicknesses.
AsSeGeSi OTS material is successfully integrated with
doped GST phase-change material in 1S1R (Figure 6a) crosspoint arrays. Figure 6b shows low IOFF (25 nA @ 3 V) from
a 100 cells sampled from 1 k by 1 k 1S1R cross-point arrays,
which proves that this material can meet the IOFF criteria for
even larger arrays (2 k by 2 k). Figure 6c demonstrates a large
memory window (~ 2 V main distribution window) between
SET and RESET Vth distribution (VtS and VtR) in the crosspoint ADM array before drift. After 3 days, 0.3 V VtS drift is
observed for AsSeGe, but it is inhibited for system with Si
incorporation (non-detectable VtS drift), which is very promising for cross-point memory technology.

With continuous improvement on OTS materials, as
well as careful process consideration during integration,
128 Gb 2-layer 20 nm half-pitch cross-point technology 20
and a 4-layer cross-point technology have been realized, greatly boosting the memory density to 256 Gb
(Figure 7). 21
High-density commercial products show the feasibility
of 3D cross-point PCM technology. 21 Continuous efforts
and research on both OTS and PCM materials improvement could eventually decouple the unpleasant trade-off
requirements for the access and memory device and circuit
design optimization will decrease latencies and increase
bandwidth, which enables SCM solution in new system
architectures.
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Therefore, resistive oxide devices have remained as a research
topic until recently. As film thicknesses in the state-of-the-art
semiconductor devices scale below 10 nm, many film deposition techniques, such as ALD, emerge to support manufacturing needs. As a result, oxide-based resistive memory devices
attracted a renewed interest. There are multiple device options
in the community, and they can be categorized into oxide
ReRAM23 and conductive bridging random-access memory
(CBRAM),24 depending on the elements that contribute to the
current conduction. Oxide ReRAM can be further categorized
into filamentary and non-filamentary types. In order to initiate filamentary oxide ReRAM devices, an operation called
electro forming is required. This process is analogous to soft
breakdown of oxides and can be predicted accurately with
the statistical model of oxide breakdown.25 The switching
mechanisms of filamentary oxide ReRAM and CBRAM are
schematically summarized in Figure 8. After an electro forming process, a current conducting filament is formed within the
metal oxide layer. By applying electrical bias on the electrode,
the configuration of the filament is changed, resulting in resistive switching between low resistance state (LRS) and high
resistance state (HRS). The operation to switch from HRS to
LRS is called set and the opposite switching is called reset.
One of the advantages of filamentary ReRAM is that relaFigure 7.  Four layers of 3D cross-point technology based on
tively simple metal oxides which have been already used in
OTS and PCM layers in 20-nm half-pitch for 256 Gb memory
semiconductor manufacturing, such as HfOx and TaOx, can be
density.21
used, making it highly compatible with CMOS technology.
It is a promising approach for future NVM device applications due to its fast speed (∼ns), scalability to the nanometer
Resistive random‑access memory
regime, and ultra-low power consumption (∼nW). On the
It has been known for more than 50 years that a metal–insuother
hand, one of the big challenges is the stochastic nature
lator-metal (MIM) structure can switch between an insuof
the
filament, which results in device-to-device variability
lating state and a conducting state depending on choice of
and
abrupt
switching behaviors. In a non-filamentary ReRAM,
22
materials. Although a simple MIM structure functioning
defect
migration
takes place over the entire device area, at an
as a memory was an attractive finding, no sophisticated prointerface
between
two materials such as an oxide and metal.26
cess technology that can precisely control oxide thickness
This modulates the Schottky barrier of the interface and enain the nanometer scale has been available in the early days.
bles resistive switching. While this
type of switching avoids stochasticity due to filaments, it tends to
High Resistance State
Low Resistance State
show slower switching speed and
degraded retention. CBRAM has a
Electrode
Electrode
switching mechanism similar to that
Set Bias
of the filamentary oxide ReRAM,
but it utilizes metal cations, such as
Ag and Cu, as building blocks of
current conducting filaments. Since
these materials are used for metallization, this option is also highly
compatible with CMOS technology.
Reset
Bias
In order to justify ReRAM as a
Electrode
Electrode
standalone non-volatile memory,
the memory density needs to be
Figure 8.  Schematic illustration of switching mechanism of filamentary oxide resistive randomcompetitive against other candiaccess memory (ReRAM) and conductive bridging random-access memory (CBRAM). The
building blocks of the filament are oxygen vacancies for oxide ReRAM and metal cations for
dates, such as NAND flash memory.
CBRAM.
Along this thread, a 3-dimensional
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symmetric switching, it was found
that ReRAM devices have at least a
point where the device responses to
G
upward/downward pulses are identical, which is defined as a “symmelow
try point (SP).”33 The new algorithm
time
time
adopts two separate systems to leverage the presence of SP: A and C.
Memory
DNN Training
A acts as a gradient accumulation
Steps
“0” & “1”
Incremental δ (~ 1000)
layer, whereas C acts as a weight
layer. The accumulated gradient is
Speed hi -> low
Fast ~ 1ns
Slow ~ 1000ns
transferred to C with a pre-defined
Hi/low
> 10,000
~ 10
rate. Once the desirable weight is
Switching Shape
Does not matter
Symmetrical
reached for C, the accumulated
gradient fluctuates around zero and
naturally brings A to the SP. Hence,
Figure 9.  Comparison of device requirements for conventional memory and deep neural
at this steady state of the coupled
network (DNN) training applications.
system, learning converges, and
27
C stores learned parameters of the
structure (vertical ReRAM) was proposed; however commodel. This kind of algorithmic innovation opens pathways
peting with ever evolving NAND flash memory with density
toward large-scale in-memory compute applications utilizing
exceeding 1 Tb is not easy. On the other hand, due to the high
existing ReRAM technologies.
compatibility of oxide ReRAM and CBRAM to conventional
hi

CMOS technologies, these memories showed good promise as
embedded memories.28,29 For this type of application, endurance of oxide ReRAM and CBRAM, which is typically around
105, is the limiting factor and it requires further improvement
before it becomes a more versatile embedded memory option.
New emerging applications of ReRAM are in-memory
computing or computational memory, which exploits the physical properties of non-volatile memory devices for both storing
and processing information. One such paradigm is hardware
acceleration of deep neural network (DNN) training via the
use of dense crossbar arrays of ReRAM to perform locally
analog computation at the location of the data. The comparison
of device requirements for conventional memory and DNN
training is summarized in Figure 9. One of the key requirements to implement a conventional DNN training algorithm
is that resistive devices must change conductance in a symmetrical fashion when subjected to positive or negative pulse
stimuli.30 Most ReRAM devices exhibit highly asymmetrical conductance change, which results in significant errors in
weight updates. In addition, when incremental weight updates
are performed for ReRAM devices, the magnitude of conductance change approaches the level of inherent randomness of
the materials, manifesting as significant noise components.31
Exploration of ideal symmetrically switching devices requires
deviation from well-established memory technologies and falls
into a long-term research agenda. Therefore, co-optimization
of device and algorithm may be a more feasible approach to
utilize conventional NVM devices, such as ReRAM. In this
context, a modified DNN training algorithm has been recently
proposed to significantly relax the requirement on the switching symmetry and to improve tolerance for device programming noise.32 Although it is difficult to achieve perfectly

Ferroelectric field‑effect transistors

Ferroelectric material exhibits a spontaneous polarization
which is reversable by external electric field. The two stable polarization states making it attractive for non-volatile
memory applications. Ferroelectric random-access memories
(FeRAMs) with a 1T1C configuration have been in mass production, featured with low power consumption, fast speed,
high data reliability even at high temperatures. A Fe-FET is
a metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) transistor whose gate
insulator film is ferroelectric, the concept of which was introduced back in the 1950s.34 Fe-FET as a 1 T type FeRAM are
preferred against 1T1C type FeRAM because of the nondestructive readout and 1 T cell configuration for high-density
integration. However, Fe-FETs made of conventional perovskite ferroelectric insulators such as Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) and
SrBi2Ta2O9 (SBT) have never been commercialized because
(1) a CMOS-compatible thin-film deposition process is lacking
and it is very challenging to form high-quality ferroelectric
insulators and ferroelectric/semiconductor interface on top
of Si substrates, resulting in the poor retention characteristics;35,36 (2) it is difficult to scale the size of conventional perovskite ferroelectric oxides in both lateral and vertical dimensions, limiting the storage density.
The hafnium oxide (HfO2) crystal was found to be stabilized in orthorhombic phase with ferroelectricity in 201137 by
incorporating Si as dopants, and later with many other dopants
such as Al, Zr, Y, etc.38 Among which, Zr-doped HfO2 or hafnium zirconium oxide (HZO) featured with the highest FE
properties at 50% Zr doping (Hf0.5Zr0.5O4) so that achieving a
broader dopant range than other doped FE HfO2 like Si-doped
FE HfO2. The discovery of FE HfO2 immediately attracted
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by experiments on capacitors with
FE/DE stack and Fe-FETs. 52,55
Because of the charge injection at
SiO
the FE/DE interface, the memory
Fe-FET
window (MW) of a Fe-FET is
Poly-Si
Poly-Si
determined by the strength of the
DE layer (or in other words, the
SiO
leakage current level at a given
Poly-Si
voltage). The MW of Fe-FET
degrades during the endurance
Ferro-HK
SiO
measurement because the DE layer
10nm
becomes leakier due to the multiple
Poly-Si
cycles of charge injection through
SiO
the DE layer. This happens before
the FE layer degrades. Therefore,
50 nm
Si
the endurance characteristics of a
Fe-FET is determined by the DE
layer instead of the FE layer. This
Figure 10.  (a) Transmission electron microscope cross section of embedded ferroelectric
field-effect transistors (Fe-FET) in 22-nm FDSOI.39 (b) Transmission electron microscope
is fundamentally different from a
cross section of Fe-FET 3D NAND.59
M/FE/M capacitor.54
To improve the endurance characteristics, there are two possible
tremendous attention because (1) the material is fully comapproaches. First, to develop a FE thin film with FE polaripatible with Si CMOS technology by ALD; (2) the lateral and
zation density less than few μC/cm2, so that DE layer does
vertical sizes of FE HfO2 can be scaled down to few nm and
not operate near breakdown. The reduction of Hf composiFE HfO2-based Fe-FETs have been demonstrated in advanced
tion in FE HZO can reduce the remnant polarization (P R)
technology nodes, as shown in Figure 10a;39–42 (3) the high
of the FE layer. The PR is also reduced rapidly once the FE
coercive field (EC) feature of FE HfO2 overcomes the retention
HZO thickness is smaller than 4 nm.41 Second, to develop
bottleneck of Fe-FETs with perovskite ferroelectric oxides,
43,44
Fe-FETs without a DE layer. The control of interface trap
with 10-year retention time demonstrated.
FE HfO2 also
density (D it) becomes critical for this approach because
exhibits fast speed with switching time less than 1 ns45–47 and
Dit may also screen the FE polarization which leads to the
high endurance over 1012 cycles,48 to be comparable with conreduction of MW and endurance performance. A back-gate
ventional perovskite ferroelectric oxides.
Fe-FET with oxide semiconductor c hannel 56 is preferred
A Fe-FET structure is needed as non-volatile memory
since no native interfacial oxide layer is needed. Recently,
devices with FE H fO 2 due to the nondestructive readout.
back-gate Fe-FETs with no DE layer with endurance > 108
But one of the limiting factors of current Fe-FET technolcycles are successfully demonstrated.57,58
ogy is the endurance performance, for example, Si Fe-FET
4
6
The emerging applications of Fe-FET include eNVM, 3D
can typically achieve endurance on the order of 1 0 –10
NAND memory, Fe-FET neurons and synapses for neurocycles,49–51 which is many orders of magnitude lower than
morphic computing applications, edge intelligence applithe endurance of a FE capacitor with metal/FE/metal (M/
cations, etc. Fe-FET has a much lower operation voltage
FE/M) structure. This large discrepancy is understood by
compared to embedded flash memory (eFlash) devices,
the different structure of Fe-FET with metal/FE/DE/semithe supply voltage of which may potentially be compatconductor structure.52–54 A DE layer, such as SiO2, is usuible with CMOS logic devices. Fe-FET memory with 3D
ally necessary to improve the oxide/semiconductor interNAND architecture is also being explored, as shown in Figface. The above problem comes from the high polarization
ure 10b,59,60 which is necessary to further boost the storage
charge density in FE HfO2 with a typical FE polarization at
2
density. The multi-domain nature of FE materials enables the
about 10–30 μC/cm , while the maximum charge density
capability to store multiple weights in a single device, which
supported by a dielectric material is typically a few μC/cm2.
is being investigated as both synapse61,62 and neurons63 for
For example, SiO2 has a breakdown electric field of about 10
neuromorphic computing applications. The non-volatile and
MV/cm and a dielectric constant (k) of 3.9, corresponding
multiple states properties of Fe-FETs also make it attractive
to a charge density of 3.5 μC/cm2, which is far below the FE
for edge intelligence applications, where local data analysis
polarization density. As a result, the FE polarization switchand decision making are needed but power supply from the
ing in a Fe-FET is assisted by the charge injection to the
environments is scarce.64
FE/DE interface for charge balance,46,52,54 which is verified
a

b

Al:HfO2

2

2

2

2
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Bit Line

MTJ
Word Line

Bit Line Complement
Figure 11.  Schematics of a two-terminal STT-MRAM device.
MTJ, magnetic tunnel junction.

Magnetic random‑access memory

Spin-transfer-torque magneto-resistive random-access-memory (STT-MRAM) is a type of emerging non-volatile memory,
where information is written using electron spins. A typical
STT-MRAM memory cell uses a 1 transistor, 1 magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) structure, illustrated in Figure 11, where
both the write and read operations are achieved by passing an
electrical current through the MTJ. The readability of an STTMRAM device is determined by tunneling magneto-resistance
(TMR). In an MTJ, TMR is defined as (RAP–RP)/RP × 100(%),
where RAP and Rp are the tunneling resistance of the MTJ
when the two magnetic layers are in anti-parallel and parallel
alignment, respectively. The larger the TMR, the bigger the
difference between the two resistance states. Large TMR is
desirable for fast read operation. The writing mechanism of the
STT-MRAM device originates from the theoretical prediction
that spin-polarized electrical current can generate a torque to
switch the magnetic moment of a magnet through the transfer
of angular momentum.65–67 The first experimental demonstrations of STT writing of magnetic materials came in 1999 and
2000.68,69 A low switching current is desirable for write operation. This section will review the major historical materials
breakthroughs in the STT-MRAM field, the current status of
the STT-MRAM technology, and the challenges/opportunities
to advance the technology further.
The advances of STT-MRAM technology in the past
20 years have been driven by materials innovations and breakthroughs, including high TMR MTJs with MgO tunnel barriers
for read operation and CoFeB-based materials with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) for write operation.70–80

The early generations of MTJ devices used an amorphous
AlOx tunnel barrier sandwiched between two 3d ferromagnetic
electrodes. Room temperature (RT) TMR of MTJs with AlOx
tunnel barriers was first demonstrated by Miyazaki et al.70 and
Moodera et al.71 in 1995 and was improved of up to 70–80%
at RT in the following years. MTJs with an AlOx tunnel barrier were key building blocks for earlier generations of TMR
recording heads in hard disk drives as well as field-MRAM
products, where the MTJs were written by magnetic field. Different from recording heads and field MRAM, STT-MRAM
requires MTJs with not only high TMR, but also low resistance-area product (RA) to avoid tunnel barrier breakdown
during the write operation. MTJs with AlOx tunnel barriers,
where the typical RA is from a few hundreds to thousands of
Ω-μm2, cannot fulfill either of the requirements. In 2001, Butler et al. predicted that MTJs with a (100) oriented crystalline
MgO tunnel barrier combined with perfectly aligned Fe electrodes, can have a TMR > 1000%, based on first-principles
calculations.72 In 2004, Yuasa et al. and Parkin et al. demonstrated ~ 200% TMR at room temperature in MgO-based
MTJs independently.73,74 The highest RT TMR up 600% was
demonstrated in MgO-based MTJs in 2008.75 Compared to
AlOx-based MTJs, where TMR is low (< 100%) and RA is
high (> 100 Ω-μm2), MgO-based MTJs enabled a combination of high TMR and low RA in the same device, which is
critical to the emergence and advancement of the STT-MRAM
technology. Today, the MgO-based STT-MRAM devices have
a typical RT TMR ~ 100–200% at RA ~ 10–20 Ω-μm2.
Writing of STT-MRAM devices is through passing electrical current through the MTJs. Since the early days, one
of the key challenges for the STT-MRAM write operation
has been to lower the write current. It was recognized early
on that materials with PMA can lower the device switching
current significantly compared to their counterparts with inplane magnetic anisotropy, with the same device thermal
stability.76 The most important materials breakthrough came
in 2010, when researchers at Tohoku University and IBM
independently discovered the CoFeB-based materials with
PMA. 77–79 When combined with the MgO tunnel barrier,
CoFeB with PMA is the ideal free layer material to achieve
both high TMR and low switching current in STT-MRAM
devices. Researchers at IBM also developed a novel synthetic anti-ferromagnetic (SAF) reference layer structure for
perpendicular MTJs (p-MTJs).80 The reference layer is composed of three parts: (111) textured Co|Pt, or Co|Pd multilayers coupled in anti-parallel alignment through a Ru spacer,
a thin Ta or W spacer as a structure transition layer, and a
CoFeB|Fe|Co-based interfacial layer interfacing the MgO
tunnel barrier. This SAF reference layer structure enables
low offset field and high TMR of p-MTJs and is also stable
under the spin-torque during the write operation. With these
materials breakthroughs, IBM researchers reported a comprehensive evaluation of STT-MRAM devices with PMA
materials in 2010. They demonstrated narrow switching
voltage distributions and low write-error rate of p-MTJs,
MRS BULLETIN • VOLUME 46 • OCTOBER 2021 • mrs.org/bulletin           
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sufficient to fulfill the write requirements of a 64 Mb chip
for the first time.79 This result led to the transition from inplane MTJs to p-MTJs in STT-MRAM technology. To date,
p-MTJs with a CoFeB-based free layer, a MgO tunnel barrier, and a SAF reference layer have been widely adopted in
the field and are the building blocks of the most advanced
STT-MRAM devices.
STT-MRAM has a unique combination of high speed,
high endurance, and non-volatility. Significant investments
have been made over the years by major semiconductor
companies and tool vendors. The first embedded STTMRAM product was announced by Samsung in 2019. To
date, all major semiconductor foundries including Samsung, TSMC, and Global Foundries have embedded STTMRAM offering to their customers. Despite the potential
that STT-MRAM holds for high speed applications, the first
generation of embedded STT-MRAM products was limited to a write speed ranging from 50 to 200 ns and has
mainly been used as an eFlash replacement. The ultimate
goal for STT-MRAM technology is to expand the application space to replace SRAM as last level cache (LLC).
Compared to eFlash replacement, LLC has much more stringent requirements on write speed (< 10 ns), write reliability
(write-error-rate (WER) < 10 –12), and endurance (> 1 016).
For STT-MRAM devices, the switching current increases
significantly with shorter (≤ 10 ns) write pulses, due to the
conservation of electron spin angular momentum. The STT
switching is also a stochastic process and the probability
of switching for a given write-pulse width is determined
by the write current applied. So more reliable switching
also requires larger write current. Experimental data also
show that devices written with shorter pulses and to deeper
error rate are more prone to WER anomalies, which further

NQ(WER)

pulse width
5.0
10.0
30.0

–0.5

0.0
Vfrc

0.5

Figure 12.  Write-error-rate (WER) curves of a STT-MRAM device.
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Bit Line

Iread
Iwrite
Word Line

Source Lines
Figure 13.  Schematics of a three-terminal SOT-MRAM device;
write current flows from source line to word line and read current
flows from source line to bit line.

increases the write currents (voltages) (Figure 12). During
the write process, the dielectric MgO tunnel barrier degrades
over time and breaks down eventually. This mechanism sets
the endurance limit of STT-MRAM devices—the higher the
write current (voltage), the worse the endurance. To date,
reliable switching, down to 10–11, with 2–3 ns write pulses
was demonstrated in STT-MRAM devices with CoFeBbased free layers.81 Furthermore, narrow switching voltage
distributions that are sufficient to meet the write voltage distribution requirement for LLC applications at 1 × nm nodes
were achieved at the same time.82 Significant reduction of
switching current (~ 2X) is still needed, in order to meet the
endurance requirement for LLC applications.
Three-terminal spin–orbit torque MRAM (SOT-MRAM)
devices have been studied extensively as an alternative to the
two-terminal STT-MRAM devices for high speed applications.83–85 In SOT devices, the write and read paths are separated, as illustrated in Figure 13. The dielectric MgO barrier
only sees a low read voltage during the operation. Thus,
SOT-MRAM is expected to have high endurance. Switching down to a WER = 10–5 level was demonstrated with 1 ns
write pulses in a single device. 84 People are also actively
pursuing a new approach that combines SOT effect with
STT effect to improve device performance.85,86 Compared
to two terminal STT-MRAM devices, three-terminal devices
significantly reduce the density of MRAM and therefore can
eliminate the system-level performance benefit compared to
SRAM. It is also not clear whether p-MTJs or in-plane MTJs
(i-MTJs) are the right candidates for SOT-MRAM applications with both being pursued in parallel in the field.
To date, there is no convincing demonstration of SOTMRAM devices outperforming STT-MRAM devices in reliable writing (WER < 10–6) at high speed (< 3 ns). There is

Overview and outlook of emerging non‑volatile memories

also no array level data to benchmark SOT-MRAM device
performance against key requirements for LLC applications,
including write speed, write reliability, endurance, retention, etc. These are the gaps that need to be closed in the
next few years for SOT-MRAM to be a contender for LLC
applications.

Conclusion

In conclusion, memory technologies with higher density,
higher bandwidth, lower power consumption, higher speed,
and lower cost are in high demand in the current big data era.
SRAM, DRAM, and 3D NAND will still dominate the memory and storage markets in the foreseeable future. Emerging
non-volatile memory technologies are promising candidates
for eNVM, SCM, near-/in-memory computing applications
to overcome the memory wall problem and further improve
the performance of computing systems.
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